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THE CHIMERA OF EUROPE’S
NORMATIVE POWER IN EAST ASIA:
A CONSTRUCTIVIST ANALYSIS
Salvador Santino F. Regilme, Jr.
Utilising constructivism, this work analyses contemporary relational
complexities between East Asia and the European Union (E u). Mindful
of the social constructivist themes of identity and interests, it is argued
that there are fundamental difficulties found in these interregional relations, which must be urgently addressed. The E u continues to be undervalued and misunderstood in the eyes of East Asian publics; despite the
relatively strong economic and political engagement of the Union. With
the growing influence of China, the E u must reinforce its political capital
amidst the failures of the Union to reconcile its policy inconsistencies
juxtaposed with its self-perception as a “normative power.” This becomes
more evident in the Eu’s recent engagements with A sean as the former
has been seen as undetermined in promoting human rights and democratic norms in the region. Nonetheless, E u -A sean relations may still
be construed as a promising case for the E u to export its model of multilevel governance, and enhance its ‘actorness’ and institutional legitimacy.
Finally, in order for interregional relations to be reinvigorated, the two
regions must identify and pursue their mutually-shared interests such
as economic development, democratic proliferation, and human rights
provisions.
1 . i ntrodu c tion
Amidst mainstream discourse in global politics which emphasise the
purported shift of the balance of power from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
there appears to be a dearth of scholarly interest and public discussion
over the critical relevance of interregional relations between Europe and
East Asia. On the one side of the Atlantic is where the world’s most successful experiment of regional integration is located as it is in the case of
the European Union – characterised as a ‘supranational polity pursuing
a project of post-national democracy.’1 Replication of the E u project appears to be elusive in Pacific East Asia despite the Association of South
East Asian Nations’ (Aseans’) reputation as the ‘world’s most successful
third-world regional institution;’2 regional unity is still regarded as ‘decades away.’3 Notwithstanding the notable contrast in perception between
2

A s ean (and its prospects) and the Eu model of supranationalism, there
appears a wealth of learning and experience on regional integration and
cooperation in which Southeast Asian states may cull profound lessons
from the E u. The examination of this possible juncture of learning may
indeed be gleaned from the interregional cooperation between these two
critically-relevant regions in international relations. More importantly,
such an investigation necessitates a theoretically informed, yet empirically grounded analysis of the current interregional dynamics between
East Asia and Europe.
2 . rev i v i ng constru c tivist theor isi ng
Scholarly inquiries into the interregional relationship between Europe
and Asia merit not only haphazard, more materialist analyses, necessitates the deployment of theoretical analytical lenses that would unlock
both the ideational and materialist interregional complexities. In this regard, a reconsideration of constructivism as an adequate international relations tool which may appropriately present and analyse these complexities. Prior to engaging with the analysis of this interregional relationship,
this work first provides a brief overview and justification of the usage of
constructivism to set the tone for subsequent sections of this research.
By historicising on the “great debates” in international relations theory,
it is clear that the end of the Cold War (1990/1) provoked a fierce, double-edged Ir debate, particularly between so-called rationalists and constructivists, and critical theorists and constructivists.4 On both streams of
the debate, it has been remarked, since the last ten years, that the framing
of the discussion was that these “isms” focused on actual international relations rather than contrasting epistemological approaches to the field.5
In view of the continued popularisation of the constructivist approach as
a valuable analytical tool in examining problems in international politics,
it is indeed insightful to deploy some of the methodological strengths of
this approach in scrutinising the newly-emerging research area of E uA s ean/East Asian6 interregionalism.
Constructivism is typified by its resolute accentuation on the relevance
of ‘normative as well as material structures, on the role of identity in
shaping political action and on the mutually constitutive relationship between agents and structures.’7 Hence, the social identity of global political
actors are not solely determined by materialist considerations; an argument strongly advanced by neo-realists who also emphasise that state
survival is contingent on the maximisation of military power. In contrast, while constructivists recognise the centricity of materialism in in3
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ternational relations, they suppose that ‘material resources only acquire
meaning for human action through the structure of shared knowledge
in which they are embedded.’8 Thus, within the constructivist paradigm,
both ideational and normative structures – including institutionalised
cejiss norms and ideas – shape global political actors’ interests and consequent1/2011 ly their identities. Moreover, critically evaluating the neo-realist fixation
on material-based structures, constructivists also emphasise the significance of the order of ‘shared ideas, beliefs and values’ that have structural
characteristics and that may have a formidable influence on ‘social and
political action.’9
Additionally, constructivism also explores questions of identity and
interests where, by understanding how ideational structures are indeed
essential, one may discover that the actors’ formation of identity actually has direct ramifications on shaping interests, and in turn, actions.10
Hence, normative and ideational structures are deemed to shape actors’
identities and interests through three modes of action: imagination, communication and constraints.11 Through imagination actors recognise a
gamut of necessities and possibilities through which they can act upon,
based on the ideational structures, and with both practical and moral
considerations. Also, via communication, these structures may influence
actors’ actions through, perhaps, the invocation of norms of legitimate
conduct. Finally, constraints – when influence falls short of its intentions
– may be instructive in the performative actions of political actors.
Over the past two decades constructivism has clearly gained ground in
rectifying the centricity of ‘methodological individualism and materialism’ that had previously dominated much international relations scholarship.12 Since this work aims to thoroughly examine E u-A sean interregionalism through the deployment of international relations theory, it
is essential to note that both constructivism and attempts at contextualising interregionalisms are by-products of the international conditions
produced in the post-Cold War era. In terms of the growing use of constructivism, a variety of scholarly research, particularly conducted on European issues has been undertaken based on this paradigm. For instance,
the roles of ideas and beliefs in E u integration processes;13 post-Cold
War “security constructions” in Europe (by examining how weak states
are “empowered” without undermining sovereignty);14 Iceland’s relationship to the Eu;15 the role of “subsidiary” as a norm in the competence regime of the Eu;16 are among the research priorities of the modern wave of
constructivism. Notably, most of these constructivist analyses are intraEuropean, or at least introspective. Similarly, as E u interregionalism is
also relatively new, it may indeed be illuminating to use the constructivist
method as an analytical tool that can give light to interregionalism as a
4

foreign policy instrument of the Eu – a topic of study that situates the E u
as an active actor beyond its frontiers.
3. t he g en es is of eu ro-asian r elation s
Identity and interests – both of which are core concepts of constructivism – are embedded in historicity, examining first the historical genesis
of the two regions’ relations to each other is the first critical step in this
analysis. Beyond the long colonial histories experienced by several parts
of East Asia (especially in south east Asia), the relationship between the
European Community (Ec) and Asean is considered to be a model of
group-to-group interregionalism.17 In this case, interregionalism refers
to the ‘interaction of one region with another’ and is often portrayed as
a ‘double regional project’ responding to the need to pool an ever greater
percentage of resources in recognition of other interregional or the global dynamics.18 Although Gilson’s notion of the importation of regional
structures to other regions (Eu to East Asia) is usually not (explicitly) intended,19 these two regions’ relations focused on information exchanges
and collaboration in specific policy areas; often trade and investment as
well as taking into account the Eu ’s emphasis on the promotion of normative values such as human rights and democracy.20 Indeed according
to the European Economic and Trade Office the official policy of the Union is ‘to expand and deepen relations with other countries and regions’
and to conduct regional dialogue that covers ‘investment, economic cooperation, finance, energy, science and technology and environmental
protection, as well as political matters such as the global war on terror,
international crime and drug trafficking, and human rights.’21
Taking to account that the task of capturing E u-Asian relations as
monolithically simple is absurd,22 the European Commission divides its
relations with Asia into South Asia, Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, Central Asia, Australasia and several bilateral (Eu-to-state, or state-to-state)
relationships. With this in mind, this work is geographically limited to
the south eastern and the north eastern regions to better explore a certain brand of E u-Asian relations. By considering the concrete cases of
E u-As ean Dialogue and the more inclusive Asia-Europe Meeting (A se m),
the E u apparently singles out East Asia (both Southeast and Northeast
Asia). Based on the European Commission’s Regional Programming for
Asia Strategy Document for 2007-2013,23 the priority for strategic cooperation between the Eu and Asia is foundationally based on support for
regional integration initiatives primarily facilitated by the A sean and
the As em member countries. Moreover, the Singapore-based Asia-Europe Foundation (Asef), which is a pivotal organisation supported by the
5
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E u and Asean, organises most of its cultural, intellectual and political
exchanges involving East Asian and E u member countries.
Historicising on the origins of A se m, the European Commission (July
1994) published a policy document entitled: ‘Towards a New Strategy
for Asia,’ emphasising the urgency of modernising the E u’s relationship
to East Asia, which has recently gained political, economic and cultural
significance.24 In November 1994, Singapore and France proposed that
an Eu-Asia summit meeting be held, in which the agenda of reviving a
new partnership strategy between the two regions would be discussed.
Consequently, the first Asem Summit was held in Bangkok, Thailand in
March 1996, marking the inauguration of the A se m Summit.
Since Asem is more representative of the main political actors in East
Asia, it is worthwhile to characterise the main features of such collaborative instrument between these two regions.25 Firstly, since it is considered
informal, Asem is an open forum for policy-makers and state officials to
deliberate on any number of political, economic and social issues of common interest and to complement efforts conducted bilaterally or multilaterally. Secondly, multi-dimensionality refers to the intentionality of
the Asem to comprise the full spectrum of relations and to dedicate political, economic and cultural dimensions of equal importance. Thirdly,
espousing the virtues of equal partnership, A se m discards an “aid-based”
relationship and claims to embrace on ‘mutual respect and mutual benefit.’ Fourthly, Asem is a forum designated for heads of states and/or government which aims to further strengthen exchanges between polities in
all sectors of the two regions.
Notwithstanding the lack of a systematic social science research on
the multi-dimensional benefits that can be directly attributed to A se m’s
activities, it does function as a high-level management mechanism for
some of the most important economies and aims to balance geostrategic interests in a volatile and rapidly changing region.26 Also, for the E u
As em operates as a venue to promote democratic values and the espousal
of human rights among states whose record has yet to satisfy E u expectations. Meanwhile, from the East Asian perspective, A se m functions as a
first-hand examination forum of the practices of regional integration and
helps build a framework in which East Asia can present itself as a regionally coherent political and economic body. This is perhaps best seen in
the discursive rhetoric and power of highly-publicised A se m activities in
the global media - presenting an image of mutually-reinforcing regional
organisations (Asean and Eu) and asserting their institutional existence
and legitimacy on the international political level.
Using a geopolitical perspective, A se m may be broadly contextualised
6

within a ‘global tri-polar context,’ in which the dramatic shift from geopolitics to geo-economics, and from communist-capitalist bipolarity to
inter-capitalist tripolarity is visible.27 On the level of economic cooperation, according to the Asean (2010), the aggregate value of A sean trade
with the E u has grown from $186.7 billion (U sd, 2007) to $202.5 billion
(Usd, 2008). This is a remarkable 8% growth over the span of a single
calendar year, while Eu flows of foreign direct investment (F di) also grew
from $10.6 billion (Usd, 2006) to $12.4 billion (U sd, 2008) marking a 15%
increase. Notably, Asean statistics shows that the E u-25 (excluding Bulgarian and Romania) stood as the second largest export market for A sea n countries in 2008, trailing behind only A sean countries themselves,
and ahead of Japan, the Us and China.28 While this may be accurate the
data reveals that the Eu -25 is significantly behind China and Japan in exporting its products to Asean countries.
Reflective of the historic transformation of the post-Cold War international political economy, triadic economic dominance remains extreme
in which 85% to 95% of international production, trade, finance, foreign
investment and new technological development is accounted for the aggregate value of economies of the Eu, East Asia and North America.29 Examining more recent Eu and East Asian interactions particularly last May
2009, top-level cabinet or ministerial heads attended the 17th A sean-E u
Ministerial Meeting in Phnom Penh, Cambodia and strongly agreed, in
principle, that it is critical for the Eu and the A sean to deepen cooperation in addressing the global economic and financial crisis as well as
food and energy security.30 Two significant documents were produced as
a result of the Phnom Penh meeting: the ‘Joint Co-Chairmen’s Statement’
and the ‘Draft Phnom Penh Agenda for the Implementation of the A sea n-E u Plan of Action (2009-2010).’ The latter document is notable as
it covers collaborative areas of action in economic, socio-cultural activities as well as political and security. This specific mode of engagement at
the ministerial level transcends economics and also covered post-9/11 security issues such as terrorism, disarmament, and the non-proliferation
of weapons of mass destruction and even human and drug trafficking.31
A sem – and its related modes of action including the Ministerial Meetings – offers an insightful and classic case of interregionalism where it
tenders new ways of managing changes that cover both the political and
economic agenda and may have spill-over effects on intra-regional cooperation development.32
It is also essential to underscore that the E u is considerably more
progressive than the Us in its recognition of A sean’s Treaty of Amity
and Cooperation (Tac). Tac was originally signed in 1976 by A sean’s
7
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founding members, and not only determines A sean’s organisational
rules and modes of conduct, but also explicitly notes key principles that
have intensified political confidence among member countries which
was crucial for regional peace and stability.33 As one of the more quintessential documents of Asean, the Tac articulates collectively-held principles of peaceful coexistence and active cooperation among Southeast
Asian states.34 As a means of fostering its institutional legitimacy A sean
welcomes political support from other non-A sean states and regional
partners by formally acceding to the Tac. Unlike the U s which has only
recently proclaimed its intention to accede to the Tac (2009) reflective
of a key change in Us diplomacy,35 the E u had already formalised its intention to accede to the Tac. In May 2009, the E u signed two key documents: ‘Asean Declaration of Consent to the Accession to Tac,’ and the
‘Declaration on Accession to the Tac;’ both of which enable the E u to
accede to Tac represent significant steps to intensify engagement with
Asean.36 The eventual, formal accession of the E u to the Tac regime will
represent the most symbolically-important political action of the E u in
exhibiting its long-term interest to engage with A sean as one of the developing world’s most advanced regional organisations. At the symbolicdiscursive level, the Eu’s accession to the Tac will strongly enhance its
formal recognition of Asean as a regional institutional actor which has
a share in global governance in much the same way that the E u has assumed a similar international role.
4 . i dentit y & inter ests of the e u i n east a si a
Despite the economic successes and political dialogue between the E u
and Asean, a tremendous amount of work remains to be done on redefining the Eu’s relationship to East Asia since the states and publics
of Asean members tend to hold negative and problematic perceptions
of the Eu and the only credible, empirically-based research on E u perceptions in the Australasian region based on an E u-funded research
project at the University of Canterbury in New Zealand, implying that
Asean states do not feel vindicated in understanding and/or challenging problematic images of the E u.37 Such research – conducted through
the Centre for Research in Europe – presents a transnational comparative analysis employing tripartite methodology (public perception surveys, media coverage and elite surveys) which includes the Australasian
countries (New Zealand and Australia), Asian countries (both Northeast
and Southeast) and Pacific countries.38 The research time-frame spanned
2002-2008, and concluded that the E u is largely seen as “European actor,
acting somewhere-out-there-in-the-world” (Middle East Africa, former
8

Soviet republics), which indicates that the Eu is regarded as a distant political actor, irrelevant for the domestic Asia-Pacific political and economic discourses. Additionally, the Eu is also negatively perceived in Asian
countries vis-a-vis its treatment of its Muslim minority populations and
Asian migrants in Europe; two issues which were generally considered
as symptomatic of Euro-centrism. Among Australasian and Northeast
Asian countries, the Eu’s self-perceived ‘normative power’ is seen as very
remote, unknown and marginal in terms of external perceptions.39 Surprisingly, the E u ’s international campaign against poverty and its human
rights promotion is only minimally visible while E u actions as an environmental, developmental and human rights leaders were diagnosed as
inefficiently communicated.40
The economic relationship was cast in a more positive light with the E u
being generally viewed as a ‘ubiquitous economic giant,’ though is seen
as an important global counter-balance to the U s.41 Irrespective of such
perceptions, there is an urgent need for the E u to develop a more strategic and effective public diplomacy approach in the Asia-Pacific region.42
The above findings referred to aggregate results (re: the full spectrum
of Australasia and Pacific countries). In the particular case of Southeast
Asian countries, research findings were telling. For instance while the E u
is Indonesia’s second largest export partner, the former seems to be extremely under-appreciated, given that only 8.9% of the total number of
respondents listed the Eu as among Indonesia’s most important international partners.43 Such irrelevance of the Eu is also reflected in the case
of Singapore where, in a student survey involving respondents from Singapore’s three main universities, the Eu received a ‘middle to low assessment’ in its importance for the country.44 Accordingly, it has been opined
that there is no immediate correlation on this assessment level of the E u
as measured against variables such as sex, nationality, number of years of
study, subject of study or frequency of accessing the local media for international news as key determinants for such perceptions.45 Considering
these unfavourable views of the Eu it has been suggested that
If the European Union is serious about taking a greater role in the world
affairs it will require a public diplomacy capability to match. … For the
Union to prosper it must project a positive image of itself to opinion formers and to the ‘man in the street’ both within and beyond its borders. 46

Unfortunately, the Eu as seen by the “others,” in this case by East Asians,
is an under-appreciated, under-valued and misunderstood actor. This
dominant narrative reveals how distant the E u is from East Asian affairs, and whose image is tarnished by perceived controversial policies on
9
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migration, Islam and Euro-centrism. Despite the E u’s self-perception as
a “civilian” or “normative” power, dedicated to “civilising” international
relations as a function of a broader transformation of international society,47 the Eu is left unrecognised in East Asia in the former’s work on
normative issues of global governance such as: poverty reduction, human
rights promotion and environmental sustainability. Comparatively, there
seems to be a noticeable mismatch between “other’s” perceptions and the
self-perception of the Eu. This identity conundrum has been re-echoed
by the Eu itself through Margot Wallstroem, Vice President of the European Commission for Institutional Relations and Communication Strategy. She confessed that
The real problem in Europe is that there is no agreement or understanding about what Europe is for and where it is going. We need a new consensus, a “common narrative.” A shared perception of the new, modern story
of what Europe is about.48

On the question of which interests link East Asia to the E u, economic
interests appear clearly predominant. This is important since historically
the Eu (and EC, 1950s) was established with strong economic interests in
mind while the creation of the A sean (1967) was in response to geo-politics. Since then, the Eu has evolved into a more complex political entity
and the political discourses within the E u have been characterised not
only by economic interests such as trade and investment but also other
normative political values that it must consistently uphold49. The evolution of the Eu as an institutional actor with more complex interests and
competencies was made possible after the enactment of the 1987 Single
European Act and the 1993 Treaty of European Union. From a broader
perspective, the end of the Cold War paved the way for a more dynamic
global political economy such that a tri-polar world has emerged with
the materialisation of a triadic economic dominance of East Asia, North
America and the Eu.50
Against the backdrop of the tripolar global political economy, A se m
was created in 1996 amidst a myriad of divergent interests. The E u, known
in East Asia as an economic giant, must still capitalise on its ‘social and
political capital’ and reinvest in a more strengthened trade and investment relationship with East Asian actors. As the aforementioned figures
suggest, the Eu has experienced a dramatic increase in trade transactions
with Asean, which should be fully maintained. Also, in spite of the figures that speak of a sustained and strengthened bi-regional trade relationship between Eu and East Asia, the E u must ensure that this trade
relationship is also felt in local communities in East Asia as publics in the
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region are still fixated on the u s as an economic pivot.
Similarly, on the economic front, it is critical for the E u to realise that
it has much to gain as it attempts to strengthen its political capital in
East Asia. The continued rise of China51 – due to its sustained economic
growth – has provided the country enhanced bargaining power in the
realm of regional and global governance. Thus, it has been opined that
it is only the core countries of the Eu (and not the E u itself) which try
to bargain with and against China which consequently results in disappointing outcomes.52 For instance, the Uk lobbied for the opening of Euro
markets for Chinese goods, yet the Chinese financial services sector has
remained severely restricted as this is also similar with France and Germany whose national commercial diplomatic powers have proven to be
inauspiciously inadequate such that a growing trade deficit with China
continues to be the trend. Such a prognosis of the absence of a coherent
Eu actorness towards China may also be reflected in its economic interactions with Asean and the Northeast Asian economic giants whose
economies are still largely tied to the Us.53
Additionally, apart from economic interests, the self-perception of
the E u as a “normative power” is another considerable starting point by
which the E u can reinforce its relationship to East Asia. Confronting the
diversity of actors in the asean and North East Asia, the E u is generally composed of high-income countries while some A sean members are
economically lethargic and unable to revive or construct their own versions of the region’s so-called “economic miracle.” The E u has much to
gain if it were to invest development aid in the relatively weak economic
actors among Asean members not only as a reinforcement of the E u’s
self-perception as a “normative power,” but also as a means of boosting
its regional image. Strengthened trade relations and a more strategic development aid approach could present promising economic opportunities for E u firms as well as chances for the E u to gain regional and international political capital.
Nonetheless, the Eu appears to have an unclear, incoherent and inconsistent human rights policy towards Asean-related issues including the
on-going political crisis in Burma and illiberal policing practices of post9/11 governments in Thailand, the Philippines, Indonesia, and Malaysia.54
To demonstrate such policy inconsistency, the E u was apparently praised
for its attempt to extend asset freezes and travel bans to members of the
Burmese judiciary after the latter convicted Aung San Suu Kyi.55 Despite
such freezes and bans, and the considerable development aid given by
the E u to key countries in Asean, it is argued that the E u’s promotion of
human rights and democracy through development cooperation is ‘high
on rhetoric but low on achievement.’56
11
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There has also been an apparent failure of the E u regarding human rights
promotion in East Asia as seen through the E u ’s Common Foreign and
Security Policy in Asia vis-à-vis the case studies of Burma, China and Indonesia.57 A key reason behind the E u’s inability to use its relationship to
As ean/Asem as a means for pushing the human rights agenda in Burma
and even China is due to the disparity in “normative values” between
these two institutions as the apparently dominant policy paradigm in
As ean maintains that the internal affairs of its members are not within
the rightful control of any other supranational body due to sovereignty
issues.
Interestingly, it was noted that the marked differential gap in terms
of the institutional character between the E u and A sean renders the
human rights diplomacy of the Eu largely ineffective: the E u is more value-driven as noted by its self-perception as a “normative power,” while
As ean continues to embrace the more orthodox principle of non-intervention as human rights promotion is considered a national issue. Evidence of how unique the Asian case is, it was noted that East Asia still
remains to be at the end of the race as opposed to Latin America and the
South Mediterranean with respect to having finalised third-generation
agreements pertaining to human rights and democracy-related clauses
with the Eu.58
The Eu is unable to overcome this apparent mismatch of institutional
values with Asean and is thus unable to flex its muscles as a “normative
power.” Indeed, the Eu continues to be so deeply mired in its internal
politics that in May 2009, during the last A se m Ministerial Meeting in
Hanoi, representatives of the foreign ministries of Germany, Britain, Italy
and Spain were entirely absent and two-thirds of the other E u members
only sent junior officials.59 This was seen as a humiliation for A se m, and
the Eu may have lost substantial political capital to China, Japan and
South Korea since they, together with the ten members of A sean, actively participated in the Meeting.
Amidst of the rise of China as an economic and political power and
the emerging discourse on the eventual materialisation of an “Asian Century,”60 the Eu’s continued self-assessment as a “normative power” in
international politics remains to be seen in East Asia, especially as the
E u disregards symbolic, but important and highly publicised diplomatic
events such as Asem.
Notwithstanding the marked difference of the institutional-historical
ontogenesis between the Eu and A sean, a promising point of collaboration between the two could be the idea of ‘cross-institutional fertilization.’61 One avenue the Eu could take to overcome the “mismatch-ofvalues problem” with the Asea n is to eventually export the E u model
12

of integration with regional cohesion and the further institutionalisation among the many aims advanced. When A sean’s Charter (December 2008) was ratified, eventually allowing for additional members and
establishing a mechanism to facilitate intergovernmental organisations’
diplomatic representation to the bloc, the E u has been able to take the
opportunity and formalise their collaboration in terms of furthering the
institutional development of Asean. Indeed, in February 2010, the E u
appointed a new Ambassador to Asean, Norbert Baas, who pledged to
work on the ‘institutional and capacity building assistance’ of A sean by
the E u based on the Nuremberg Declaration that espoused the E u-A sea n Enhanced Partnership.62
Concretely, the Asean-ec Project on Regional Integration Support
(APRIS), an initiative worth around €4.5 million, is a framework programme meant to assist Asean members for the goal of regional integration.63 It endeavours to learn from the experience of the E c/E u in
fostering regional economic integration, to further improve A sean
mechanisms and communications schemes and to support capacitybuilding programmes for the Asean Secretariat as well as the members
including financial support for a business plan on the establishment of an
A sean-E c Management Centre in Darussalam, Brunei .64
5 . concludi ng r emar ks on c onstru c ti vi sm a n d e u-a st
a si an rel at ions
Constructivism may be characterised as being primarily concerned with
human consciousness and considers the dynamic link between ideas and
material factors as derivatives of how agents fundamentally conceive
their material reality. Moreover, on the classic agent-structure problem,65
constructivism is fundamentally interested in how structures generate
agents and how agents generate structures. The emergence of E u-East
Asian relations through its formalisation in A se m commenced due to efforts by individual agents such as France and Singapore that first took
care of the proposal of the Summit. Inevitably, such agent-initiated proposals in the mid-1990s occurred within the atmosphere of sustained and
heightened institutionalisation of the Eu as well as increasing economic
and political confidence in East Asia amidst the rapid economic growth
spearheaded by the so-called East Asian tigers.
On the part of the Eu as a political actor, it is argued that it has two
primary motivations. First, in the context of the Schengen Pact and the
efforts towards the signing of the Treaty of Amsterdam, France and other
concerned actors within the Eu may have perceived the reinforced mo13
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mentum of how the Eu united as a single institutional entity and, consequently, felt the need to resuscitate its external relationship based on
how the Eu sought to legitimise itself by directly interacting with another recognised regional body such as A sean. Secondly, echoing a ‘realist
constructivist’66 tone, the evolving normative structure of global politics
was gearing towards the formation of regional groupings and the E u’s
incentive to the materialisation of A se m was not only to legitimise itself
but was also tied up within a string of E u interests in the markets of
the Asean and Northeast Asian countries. Such discursive analysis on
interests is historically grounded as some E u powers had centuries-old
colonial interests in some territories of what is now called Southeast Asia.
In a post-colonial context, the normative structure of global politics
allows indirect influence on trade and markets and, even in some cases,
internal politics in light of power accumulation. As may be gleaned with
the case of the u s, one may examine the attempt of the E u to recreate
its post-colonial relationship with A sean not only through “messianic
rhetoric” (in reference to “normative power” identity vis-à-vis human
rights and development problems in East Asia) but also the classic case
of how the Eu interacts with other regional bodies with the former’s interests as its priority. This analysis has been articulated through referring
to the failure of the Eu -Mercosur Free-Trade Area (Fta) negotiations.67
The failure may be attributed to the lack of a “consensual basis” for negotiations as there was disparity between the E u’s rhetoric and the actual
reality of negotiations; a critical lesson that must be learned in the case of
the Asean-Eu interregional diplomacy. Notably, it was claimed that the
E u will take into account differences of development within A sean but,
as in the case of Mercosur, the Eu dismissed all requests for “special and
differentiated treatment.” Moreover, it has been conceded that the birth
of Asem was an outcome of Europe’s rediscovery of Asia when the latter
experienced record-breaking economic growth levels presenting new opportunities for cooperation in the early 1990s.68
It is still worthwhile to re-examine the logic of how the normative
structure in which the Eu responds to is not only composed of how the
E u can promote normative values but also how such actions can be quintessentially embedded within a cob-web of power interests and greatpower considerations of the Union.
On a more critical note, this work has attempted to demonstrate the
constructivist logic of the interregional dynamics and complexities of
East Asia-Eu relations in reference to the politics of identity and interests which consequently dictate the modes of action in examining renewed relations between the Eu and East Asia. The analysis commenced
by explaining what the general principles of constructivism are as well as
14

historicising the genesis of Eu-East Asia relations.
At the theoretical level, it was argued that the E u suffers an image crisis in East Asia despite the intense engagement of the Union in terms
of trade and economic transactions. Also, despite the self-gratifying selfperception of the Eu as a normative power, East Asia remains a region
where that power has yet to be fully visible as diagnosed by Chaban and
Holland,69 and Crawford70 and Wiessala,71 who highlighted the failures of
the E u’s foreign policy actions and agenda in East Asia.
Historically, a sense of caution must persist among E u decision-makers. Notwithstanding that the Eu ’s recent rediscovery of East Asia is
largely founded on economic interests and its quest to sustainably legitimise itself as an institutional entity,72 the Eu must fundamentally rethink
its recognition of a “social reality” that engaging with East Asia is beyond
purely economic interests and its mere recognition of its identity as a
kind of political messiah which will bring salvation to areas of the world
where human rights and democratic norms are nothing but chimerical
goals that have yet to materialise.
Given the changing regional dynamics in Asia, the E u must realistically
assess that it suffers from an acute problem of projecting its identity in
East Asia and therefore needs to reassert an identity that matches the
Union’s self-perception, prudently re-discover its mutual interests with
A sean and North East Asia and determinedly bridge the gap of the E u’s
normative power rhetoric and consistent norms-based engagement with
Asia. Considering the rise of China as a global power and the apparent
prevalence in popular media discourse of an emerging “Asian Century,”
the interregional relations between the Eu and East Asia will be one of
the primary testing-grounds for determining the relevance of the Union
in international politics over the years to come. Should the E u fail to rectify the current, disappointing failures between its self-perceived identity
as a normative power and its practices in East Asia, the E u’s normative
power will remain an elusive chimera.
 Salvador Santino F. Regilme, Jr. is a scholar of daa d (Deutscher
Akademischer Austausch Dienst) and is affiliated to the Democratic Governance and Civil Society Programme at the Faculty of Social Sciences,
University of Osnabrück, Germany.
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